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Tata Communications brings ‘Virtual Video Assisted Referee’ solution for 
‘anywhere refereeing’  

 
      

First deployment at SailGP, a nine-event season, giving global fans a thrilling and exciting 
experience 

 
 

 

London, UK, and Mumbai, India, 5th July, 2021 – Tata Communications, a global digital ecosystem 
enabler, is enhancing the sports experience of fans with its Virtual Video Assisted Referee (V-VAR) solution. 
Powered by Tata Communications’ Media Cloud, this solution enables an unlimited number of umpires, 
referees and judges to connect remotely from anywhere across the globe to assess and declare the winner 
when contestants are racing to the finishing line, offering a high-tech, nail-biting experience to excited 
fans during a race. With this Tata Communications offers sporting events and federations the flexibility of 
‘anywhere refereeing’.  
 
SailGP, the global sailing championship, becomes the first sports organisation to deploy Tata 
Communications’ V-VAR for its nine-event season spanning 2021-22 with its umpires located in London, 
Portugal and New Zealand. SailGP Season 2 spans across Bermuda, Italy, UK, Denmark, France, Spain, 
Australia, New Zealand, and the US. For the league’s second season, Tata Communications is carrying 20+ 
video feeds from the broadcast centre at the event venue-site. Every signal is instantly available in Tata 
Communications’ Media Cloud enabling incredible processing power. Through these applications, V-VAR 
takes the widely popular concept of Video Assistant Referee to the next level, allowing judges from all over 
the world to analyse the action and officiate remotely as if they were on the ringside of the event.  
 
Warren Jones, Chief Technology Officer, SailGP said: “We are excited to be the first sport to use Tata 
Communications’ Virtual Video Assisted Referee solution. We are constantly looking at ways to innovate 
and use technology to not only bring our global fans closer to the action, but also create digital solutions 
that support our Race for the Future ethos. The V-VAR not only ensures that our umpires have immediate 
access to all the data needed to make crucial, split-second decisions, but also – by being able to operate 
remotely – we reduce the carbon footprint of our umpiring operations.” 
 
In addition to the V-VAR solution, SailGP also leverages Tata Communications’ Video Delivery Network 
(VDN) – a next generation low latency streaming platform for delivering a broadcast experience direct to 
consumer. VDN combines the best parts of traditional broadcasting and new-age OTT applications, 
providing high quality, low latency, synchronous viewing along with the interactivity and next generation 
data feeds, providing a truly unique experience. The VDN-powered SailGP app was available to the sailing 
fans at the Bermuda event, enhancing their event interaction while enjoying the live competition. 
 
Dhaval Ponda, Global Head of Media & Entertainment Business at Tata Communications, commented, 
“We are happy to further digital innovation & help reduce carbon footprint in live sports through Virtual 
Video Assisted Referee solution. Also, our low latency streaming solution enables global sports federations 
deliver video in sync or faster than live TV. From umpires to fans, these digital solutions enable 
organisations to offer a thrilling and high-drama experience to the entire sports ecosystem.” He adds, “Our 
experience of delivering over 9,000 global live events across multiple sports disciplines, has so far reached 
over 2 billion sports fans with sports content delivered across various broadcast platforms. We are excited 
to be a part of SailGP, a one-of-its-kind global event, and are looking forward to an exciting season.” 
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With a dedicated and secondary TV audience of 257 million in its first year, SailGP is an annual global 
sailing championship that showcases world-leading sustainability, technology and entertainment to 
accelerate change. In SailGP Season 1, over 133,000 spectators watched the event live and cutting-edge 
technology helps enthusiasts get closer to the action than ever before through a close-to-shore stadium 
racing format, innovative broadcasting and an award-winning app. Each Sail Grand Prix includes two 
competition days, featuring five fleet races leading to a final winner-takes-all race to decide each event 
winner. The nine-event season culminates in a Grand Final in San Francisco in March 2022 where the 
team’s face-off in a single 15-minute race for the sport’s largest monetary prize.  
 
 
Ends... 
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About Tata Communications 
Tata Communications is a digital ecosystem enabler that powers today’s fast-growing digital economy. The company enables 
the digital transformation of enterprises globally, including 300 of the Fortune 500 – unlocking opportunities for businesses by 
enabling borderless growth, boosting product innovation and customer experience, improving productivity and efficiency, 
building agility and managing risk. With its solutions orientated approach and proven managed service capabilities and 
cutting-edge infrastructure, Tata Communications drives the next level of intelligence powered by cloud, mobility, Internet 
of Things (IoT), collaboration, security, and network services. Tata Communications carries around 30% of the world’s 
internet routes and connects businesses to 80% of the world’s cloud giants and 4 out of 5 mobile subscribers. The company’s 
capabilities are underpinned by its global network, the world’s largest wholly owned subsea fibre backbone and a Tier-1 IP 
network with connectivity to more than 190 countries and territories. Tata Communications Limited is listed on the Bombay 
Stock Exchange and the National Stock Exchange of India. www.tatacommunications.com 
 

 
 
Forward-looking and cautionary statements 
Certain words and statements in this release concerning Tata Communications and its prospects, and other statements, including those relating to Tata 
Communications’ expected financial position, business strategy, the future development of Tata Communications’ operations, and the general economy in India, 
are forward-looking statements. Such statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, including financial, regulatory and 
environmental, as well as those relating to industry growth and trend projections, which may cause actual results, performance or achievements of Tata 
Communications, or industry results, to differ materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. The important factors that could 
cause actual results, performance or achievements to differ materially from such forward-looking statements include, among others, failure to increase the 
volume of traffic on Tata Communications’ network; failure to develop new products and services that meet customer demands and generate acceptable 
margins; failure to successfully complete commercial testing of new technology and information systems to support new products and services, including voice 
transmission services; failure to stabilize or reduce the rate of price compression on certain of the company’s communications services; failure to integrate 
strategic acquisitions and changes in government policies or regulations of India and, in particular, changes relating to the administration of Tata 
Communications’ industry; and, in general, the economic, business and credit conditions in India. Additional factors that cou ld cause actual results, performance 
or achievements to differ materially from such forward-looking statements, many of which are not in Tata Communications’ control, include, but are not limited 
to, those risk factors discussed in Tata Communications Limited’s Annual Reports. The Annual Reports of Tata Communications L imited are available at 
www.tatacommunications.com. Tata Communications is under no obligation to, and expressly disclaims any obligation to, update or alter its forward-looking 
statements. 
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